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INTRODUCTION
 

Honda's F220 features the impressive GXV57 engine, which uses less oil
and fuel and produces less noise and emissions than the competition.

THE VERSATILE TILLER
With its lighter weight, easier to use deadman clutch and multi-step adjustable handlebars (including the ability to swing the handlebars to either
side) the F220 is a brilliant tool for the gardening professional or domestic user alike.

Honda's F220 features a mid-tine configuration that delivers the perfect balance of power and manoeuvrability to perform almost any kind of tilling
task you might find yourself doing.

HONDA TILLERS - READY TO PLOW
Honda leads the world with revolutionary mini 4-stroke engines that deliver more power and use less oil.

With their auto-decompression, electronic ignition and anti-flood primer system, Honda Tillers start first time, every time, year after year.

Superior engineering means Honda Tillers produce less noise and smoke and with their ultra-compact, lightweight design, Honda Tillers are easier
to handle and will keep you working longer with less fatigue.

PERFORMANCE/USABILITY
Like so many other Honda Power Equipment products, the F220 Tiller starts first time, every time with Honda’s famous one pull easy start system.

Its lightweight design is the result of decades of Honda Power Equipment's technological advancements, making it ideal for confined areas.

What's more, the F220 runs on unleaded fuel so you’ll never have to mix oil and petrol again - great for the environment and for the soil that you're
tilling - why would you want to spew 2-stroke smoke into the same soil you're going to pull your vegetables from in a few months' time?

545mm tine width

Multi-step adjustable handlebars



 

 

SPECS
 

WARRANTY
The peace of mind provided by a 4 Year Domestic Warranty & 1 Year Commercial Warranty helps make the F220 an even more impressive
package.

450+ authorised Honda dealers around Australia are also on hand to keep your F220 serviced and running smoothly.

So when you're looking for best-in-class performance in a tidy package, the F220 is just what the doctor ordered.

TECHNOLOGY
Powerful and torquey GXV57 4-stroke engine

PEACE OF MIND
Deadman clutch for safety

SPECIFICATIONS

ENGINE GXV57

TILLING WIDTH 545mm

STARTING Recoil

RECOMMENDED FUEL Unleaded

GEARS N/A

MAIN CLUTCH Deadman



'1710b192-110f-42b4-8b23-d73522a40624'  

HANDLE BARS Adjustable

DRAG BARS Yes

DIMENSIONS (LXWXH) 1,200 x 585 x 975 (mm)

DRY WEIGHT 24.5kg

ACCESSORIES None

RRP $1,499.00

VISIT HONDA POWER EQUIPMENT WEBSITE

For terms and conditions please visit http://about.hondampe.com.au/Terms_and_Conditions

The information in this document is valid as of 31/08/2015. For the most up to date information please visit http://powerequipment.honda.com.au


